I'm not hiding anything, Evan!

You have something to hide...

"best time..."

Oh so now you decide...

You have something to hide...

"I'm not hiding anything, Evan!"
I'm not hiding anything, Evan!

The thing so far before we go and redirect

just take a sec might be better if we all just take a sec

Process everything so far before we go and redirect

The
cow's out of the barn now and you burned the door and broke the locks

Cat's out of the bag now 'cause you opened up Pandora's box

Dm
Look it's just a little bit involved and kind of complicated.

You just don't want her to see how you care.
"What?" don't you look at her and a price to pay
Then why got to be open up your was over stated much you care was over stated Dm
That's not fair and I'm aware there's Pno.

got to be a price to pay
Then why don't you look at her and F

Pno.
"What?"

It's still hard to believe that you don't remember.

O-kay Mark was your fiancé.

Open up your mouth and say Mark was your fiancé.
It was always just
You were in love
It was always just
Mark Mark Mark You were head over heels for

Mark Mark Mark You had something real with Mark Mark Mark We all

Mark Dm Mark Gm Bb/F C7/Bb

Mark Dm Mark Gm Bb/F C7/Bb Mark Dm Mark Gm

Pno.

Pno.

Pno.
I'll try by you were really good to get some thought it would last forever.

Abby you were really good together.
"you asshole!"

I'll agree that would have been exactly what we would have wished.
“loved that.”

"you asshole!

It's not my fault

I was there when

But I think that version seems a little bit revisionist

It's not my fault I was there when...

"loved that."
C\n\nDm\n\nC\n\nEv-ery-one could see what you were every Ab-by needed it\n\nGm\n\nF\n\nEveryone could see what you were\n\ngoing for you piece of shit
He would
flout
and
yell
perfect
He would
Mark Mark Mark
Mark Mark Mark
Was always the
put you through Hell but
Bm/F C7/Bb Dm Gm

Mark
Mark
Mark

one you'd run back to
Dm F C

No matter how many
Am

Pno.
"What do you mean?"

There was one time The three of us

"What do you mean?"
On drinking I know what you're thinking
And then you went to sleep

Mark and I decided to keep On drinking I know what you're thinking
Evan scoffs

ing We might have made out or may-be a bit more

Oh don't act so enraged It was be-fore they got en-gaged
Evan scoffs
"where is Mark now?"

He died in a car crash
A month after the funeral you

Am He died in a car crash

Pno.
“where is Mark now?”

Oh so I fight then we had a massive ter the fun er al you and you got mad and bout that night - I confessed and you got mad and then we had a massive fight
guess I'll never know

Mark Mark Mark Now you're

on-ly a name And I don't know if that's good or a shame 'cause